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1. Summary
With the craze for K-POP, Korea's representative content, the K-POP craze around the world is heating up
to the point that foreigners who want to learn Korean entertainment industry around the world are also
raging. This trend is expected to continue in the future, and the time for the Korean people to play a
central role in the world is approaching. K-POP is now widely recognized as a genre of music that is popular
around the world, and the audition market that discovers K-POP singers and idols who are the main pillar
of this trend is becoming important. Through the singers discovered here, agencies also form a stable
business structure, release digital singles, expand them to the music market, appear members in various
TV programs to increase awareness, participate in events, and form a business structure through
commercials, movies, and dramas.
Audition programs to select the best winners by competing for large amounts of prize money or prize for
singing, dancing and various talents are gaining huge popularity in the country. A variety of programs are
available, including hip-hop “Show Me the Money”, trot's “Miss Trot”, professional singers discovering their
new charms, "I Am a Singer" and "Immortal Songs”. Overseas, various audition programs such as pop idols,
“Got Talent”, and “Dancing With the Star” are gaining popularity. Audition programs play an important role
in the content market as stars born through this will quickly become million sellers and global stars through
proven skills that are basically determined by the public's choice.
However, despite this craze, viewers who did not feel new to auditions repeated in the same format or
ended early because the programs prepared by broadcasters with billions of won did not meet
expectations. As a result, unless the audition program is also conducted in a large scale, the winners also
receive little attention and cannot continue the topic. In addition, unfair and biased judgments about
screening in audition programs are also being pointed out as major problems in audition programs.
Accordingly, Shinlee Entertainment is planning to create a Cover Star platform, utilize coins using the
blockchain called STAR CHAIN to improve the shortcomings of the existing audition platform market, and
form a platform optimized for talent discovery through objective, transparent and fair evaluation. As a
fresh platform, we will proceed to provide fans with new directional content, fair challenge opportunities
for participants, and new talent discovery opportunities for planners, and improve existing shortcomings
and become the next generation audition platform.
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2. Market Trend
Market trend in Audition
K-POP, which is the core of the audition market, is clearly seen in the figures of the Korean pop culture industry
in the global market. Currently, it is estimated that nearly 200 million consumers enjoy K-POP, Korean movies,
and dramas. The Korea Foundation announced last year that the number of members of Hallyu online clubs in
98 countries around the world alone reached 147.78 million. With the number of overseas markets increasing
more than three times in five years from 35.6 million in 2015, the size of overseas markets also doubled in four
years from $5.7 billion in 2015, about 6.4 trillion won in Hanwha to $10 billion in 2019, and about 11 trillion won
in Hanwha. K-POP albums are doing well alone despite the global record market recession. According to the
IFPI International Record Industry Association, the global record market fell 5.7% annually from 2013 to 2019,
but K-POP's record sales grew 28% annually.
Accordingly, the evaluation of the Korean pop culture industry is also rising vertically. Forbes, a renowned U.S.
economic magazine, evaluated K-POP as a change in the way Western music fans view non-Western countries,
while Monocle, a British monthly magazine, reported that Korean music, movies, and dramas have become
Korea's strong soft power. The value of the Korean content industry is $59.8 billion as of 2018, accounting for
only 2.6% of the global market of $2.3 trillion. American entertainment media The Hollywood Reporter and
Monocle say Korea has set a new standard for innovation as a new force in the global entertainment market.
Experts analyzed that behind this trend, Korean digital revenue models, talent development systems, dramas,
movies, and games have a wide range of scalability, and the competitiveness of the K-culture industry is
recognized worldwide as a new innovative model. As soon as the song is released on the market, the audition
market, which has an all-round ripple effect that spreads to Asia, South America, and Europe at the same time,
is rapidly growing. Through this, foreigners who want to learn Korean as a fan and join the flow of K-POP and
tour Korea are busy, and audition programs are also emerging in Korea. The Song Ga-in craze, which recently
won through Miss Trot, is hitting the country to the point that it is called a syndrome even among middle-aged
people, and this can be seen as an example of the recognition of the audition program.
The innovative competitiveness of the Korean pop culture industry, which the global entertainment industry is
paying attention to, is a thoroughly digitized business model. In both K-POP, dramas, and movies, promotion
and fandom expansion through the Internet and social media are prioritized from the planning stage. A
representative example of maximizing profits is that it faithfully follows various business models of the Internet
industry, and 4K-class ultra-high-definition music videos are also released on the Internet for free with the
release of albums. Revenue per view is only 1 to 5 won, but if the number of viewers accumulates 100 million,
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about 400 million won is generated. In this way, Psy's Gangnam Style (4 billion views), which became the
cornerstone of global hits, is estimated to have earned a total of 16 billion won and BlACKPINK's Ddu-du Ddudu made about 6 billion won with 1.5 billion views. It is also a similar case for Korean dramas and movies to
actively engage in online video OTT services such as Netflix, Wave, and TVing, which have far lower profits per
view than TV broadcasts or movie theater releases.
The K-POP business model has expanded to Internet shopping malls that sell products for fans, real-time
streaming online concerts that are growing as contact-free content develops due to recent pandemics, and
community platform services for fans. This is seen as a faithful follow-up to the digital economy's Free-mium
strategy, earning 95% free service and 5% loyal customers. Through this, Korea's digital content market was
able to grow to the fifth largest in the world after the United States, China, Japan, and the United Kingdom.
Variety, an American entertainment media outlet, said U.S. entertainment companies should refer to the
competitiveness of the Korean pop culture industry, which is thoroughly combined with digital, and evaluated
Korea as Silicon Valley of the entertainment industry.

Image) Sales trend in K-Pop album copies

Another innovative competitiveness of the Korean pop culture industry is globalism, or the trend of pursuing
globalization. From human resources to recruiting foreign artists since the 2010s, global talent participation
began in the audition market. In the direction of the audition, talented foreign talents participated in the
audition program, including John Park, who finished second in Superstar K Season 2, and Bradley Ray Moor,
who also finished second in season 3. On the artist side, major idol groups such as EXO, 2PM, Super Junior,
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TWICE, and BLACKPINK are representative. Not just stars, SM Entertainment has recruited foreign composers
since 1998, and recently has managed more than 400 overseas composers, receiving hundreds of sample songs
every month. Teddy, a key producer of YG Entertainment, another major entertainment company, is famous for
being a Korean-American. As such, it has been revealed that most entertainment companies are thoroughly
preparing to sell overseas copyrights from the pre-planning stage, such as trying to find codes that can be
successful in the global market.

Image ) Sales of major entertainment companies in Korea

In the case of Superstar K mentioned above, expectations for the domestic audition platform were not high. The
main reason is that it was still a genre unfamiliar to the public, and it was confirmed that the heat of Season 1,
which produced stars such as Seo In-guk and Cho Moon-geun, gradually rose as the season passed. Despite the
confrontation between John Park and Huh Gak on the cable channel, it drove the highest ratings to 18.1%, and
to watch this, it was reported that viewers and fans watched all the intermediate advertisements. At the same
time, it was an opportunity to establish the perception that cable channels were also worth watching. Since
then, audition programs have been successful, producing stars such as Ulala Session, Roy Kim, and Kwak Jineon one after another, giving hope that anyone can become a star if they have skills regardless of appearance,
origin, or background. You and I applied for the audition program, and millions of people participated in the
real-time text voting.
Since then, through the "Produce 101 Series", the audition program will be popular once again with the merit
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that the public who are tired of the established idol group makes idols by focusing on the singer debut family,
giving the public the role of judges, and encouraging participation. I.O.I, Wanna One, and IZWON, which were
released through these projects, will become popular and popular without envy, and audition programs using
experts who have steadily improved their skills in undergrounds unfamiliar to the public, such as Unpretty Rap
Star, will also cause syndrome. The success factor is that 'completeness' is attracting attention, and it is evaluated
that the stage of entertainers who have been practicing for many years or have been active since their debut
has changed the flow according to the level of public eye that has increased the external charm that has been
refined compared to the previous case of becoming an entertainer in the public.
Trot, which was the exclusive property of the middle-aged, has become a trend loved by the whole country
with a big impact, and the recent audition program is no longer only aimed at the young. Not only did Miss Trot
and Mr. Trot change the landscape of broadcasters, but thanks to the success of cable, terrestrial broadcasting,
and both of us are appearing audition programs with the same theme. In the trot market, where outstanding
performers and skills are important, singers without singing skills do not have a place to stand, and masterpieces
armed with lyrics that touch the hearts of talented people captivate viewers. Like the steadily developing KPOP market, which has become a trend content by raising it as a new consumer class of the new generation,
not just the middle-aged, the audition market is steadily developing, creating various winds of change..

Image) Mr. Trot TOP 7 loved by people of all ages
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3. Downsides in the audition market
However, there are still problems to be solved in the steadily developing K-POP market and audition
market. With the success of the cable channel on cable broadcasting, the landscape of broadcasters has
flocked to produce similar audition programs with the same content. In addition, other cable channels have
begun producing audition programs for non-celebrities with similar textures, bringing only downward
leveling due to excessive concentration. This can be attributed to the fact that the activities are
significantly less than the previous winners as the season passes, and the public's interest, which has been
tired of years of audition programs, has decreased. It is also drawing attention that talented talents run
out of resources in the process of repeated seasons, making it difficult to find new faces.
There was also an incident that raised a profound problem with the fairness of the audition program. In an
audition program that selects idols through viewers' choices, 29,978 votes, 3rd, 4th, 6th, and 7th places
appear in the same number, and all votes are repeated in the top 20 several times. As the allegations of
vote manipulation turned out to be true, questions were raised about the fairness and transparency of the
steadily developing audition program. The fact revealed here revealed that the production crew received
tens of millions of won worth of entertainment agencies that featured trainees in exchange for
manipulating the rankings. In addition, the operation was not only done in one season, but in almost every
part from 1 to 4, and in the process of selecting about 20 people to reach the final round, the broadcasting
industry was shocked to find out the situation in advance. Some participants were already aware of the
elimination, and not only the production team's intervention, but also the victims of human rights
violations through allegations of collusion by agencies. Through the touching human story, the biggest
feature of the audition program, it destroyed the opportunity for participants and talents to communicate
and lowered the credibility of the audition program. For the public, who are in despair because fair
competition is inevitably different from the start, the audition program has spread to the worst situation
that has devastated those who have worked hard and betrayed the hearts of fans who have supported it.
In addition, pursuing excessive commercialism of audition programs is also a problem, and there are
opinions that it has been developed through the development of a program genre that can maximize the
market’s value of "low cost, high ratings" and has a difficulty in concentrating on audition programs.
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4. STAR CHAIN Introduce
STAR CHAIN's platform has steadily developed K-POP-based cultural business, so it has great growth
potential, and participants have low thresholds and easy accessibility because the main stage is held online,
not by broadcasters. To solve the problems of the existing audition market, STAR CHAIN developed a noncounterfeit, source tracking, and transparent blockchain platform using distributed ledger technology
(DLT), cryptography, etc. based on its own technology, field experience and experience of Shinlee
Entertainment. Through this, we aim to establish a trust mechanism with an efficient, transparent, and
steady development direction. The STAR CHAIN network aims to give liquidity through competitive
cryptocurrency projects and audition platforms for the next generation, which are different from existing
audition programs.

4-1 Technology
The Star Chain network is built on the basis of Solana, which aims to achieve fast, high performance at the
level of a single node with decentralized and distributed blockchain systems. Systems using Proof of Work
(PoW) methods such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, which are traditional major coin blockchain forms, support
about 10 transactions per second (TPS), and Tendermint, which uses the PBFT-based Proof of Stack (PoS)
method, is known to support about 1,000 TPS with 100 to 200 nodes. Star Chain is a PBFT-like PoS
blockchain, a web-scale decentralized network that supports more than 50,000TPS in a test-net
environment.
While Ethereum's average transaction fee once exceeded $80 per case and small traders were unable to
utilize the network, the market-friendly Star Chain has the advantage of being free of commission charges
at $0.00025 per case, Solar, the foundation of Star Chain.
Built with a focus on scalability, Star Chain can handle more transactions per second, making it more
efficient and faster than current financial institutions. Star Chain, which is mainstream in the DeFi
ecosystem and supports NFT, offers services similar to Ethereum, a base layer protocol, but differs from
traditional Smart Contracts, and uses a hybrid blockchain architecture to create a fast, affordable and
environmentally friendly execution environment.
Specifically, historical proof optimizes the network node communication method, meaning that the entire
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blockchain network implements single node-level performance and operates purely with computing power
without bandwidth bottlenecks. Today's blockchain networks have a clock problem. The clock in the
blockchain network flows every time a new blockchain is created, and Ethereum generates a block every
15 seconds, but the amount of information that can be put in the generated block is known to be quite
limited. TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) for blockchain networks is a granular clock that takes less
than two seconds for all valley data nodes to agree on, allowing more efficient handling of transactions.
Star Chain's PoH refers to a time-unauthorized resource on the working network prior to agreement, not
just an agreement protocol and anti-Sybil mechanism, but a solution for solving clock problems. Star
Chain's valley data requires communication between valley data to agree that time has elapsed. VDF is
not used for simple randomness, but each valley data utilizes VDF to maintain its own clock. Therefore,
the selection of the leader of the valley data takes precedence over the overall epoch.
The epoch's schedule takes thousands of blocks, but unlike traditional tendermints, it does not wait for a
failed node in the network, proving that each valley data runs VDF to secure slots for block and valley data
transfer. Each block producer will take advantage of the structure in which the valley data will also be
rewarded because they will receive compensation for block creation.
By utilizing PoH in Star Chain, the leader continues to change sequentially, and the entire network develops
regardless of network conditions. This means that the network never goes down, and you can decide to
replace the valley data without deciding between the network and the valley data. This is a mechanism
that cannot be found in other blockchains and can be seen as a small but significant difference. This differs
from the fact that communication should take place through these decisions in the existing blockchain and
proceeds asynchronously. Star Chain's core technology has focused on securing designable space on the
stack, providing timestamps-available clocks, as well as optimizing block time (800ms), block propagation
(log200(n), throughput (50K-80-K TPS) and ledger storage (Petables) over the network through PoH.
Star Chain, which supports blockchain-based Dapps that provide DeFi and NFT services and is compatible
with distributed autonomous organizations, is moving toward a steady development to provide steaking
services in the future and build strong decentralized applications.
In addition, according to the future direction of the project, we plan to develop our own blockchain
protocol, build our own Star chain mainnet, and proceed with a blockchain project that develops as an
audition platform for the next generation. In addition, technologies will be introduced to have scalability
related to the cultural industry such as singers, music sources, videos, and children's songs by utilizing the
characteristics of Shinlee Entertainment, which is conducting business. As a result, we would like to move
toward continuous development with technology according to the steadily expanding business feasibility.
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4-2 Architecture

4-3 Economy
Star Chain, organized by Star Chain, issues STAR, a token that will be used in the ecosystem, to build an
investment environment for rational blockchain projects, and enables voting, management, and donation
using it. In addition, it is possible to manage tokens using Smart Contract, provide mining functions, and
manage asset operations such as staking coins using Wallet. Contrary to concerns arising from existing
audition programs, it is impossible to operate through blockchain, and aims to provide an objective and
transparent audition voting platform through thorough verification. According to the development
progress scale, we will proceed with our own mainnet, and we will provide an environment that can
compensate ecosystem participants through steady development in terms of expansion of various
contents and business size using STAR CHAIN. Star Chain offers the following features:
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4-4 Cover Star
4-4-1 Background
As a representative content of Korea, K-POP is now receiving a lot of attention not only in Korea but
around the world, and it is raising its status, and this craze continues to grow steadily. K-POP is uniquely
sophisticated, delicate, and full of passionate energy, and has enough value to fascinate people around the
world. Due to these characteristics, the prospect that the K-POP craze will continue is recognized
worldwide. In line with this trend, the audition market, which discovers K-pop singers and idols not only
in the world but also in Korea, is in its heyday. This has attracted great interest from all over the country,
and starting with Superstar K, K-pop stars, Voice Korea, and Miss & Mr. Trot. The fever is still unceasing,
and the entertainment industry is also changing greatly due to the numerous stars discovered through
audition programs.

<Survival Audition Program Superstar K4, Miss & Mr. Trot>

Still, the steadily developing K-POP market and the audition market has problems to be solved. Since all
audition processes are conducted through cable or terrestrial broadcasting, commercial perspectives such
as ratings of broadcasters are important rather than focusing on the purpose of selecting valuable stars,
and success as an entertainment program is more important. As a result, there is also a controversy over
the fairness of auditions. Also, because the program is large and long, there are not many opportunities to
participate in auditions.
"Cover Star" is a program that allows true talents to be selected through fair screening, not entertainmentoriented programs, and often gives many people opportunities to discover valuable stars.
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4-4-2 What Is Cover Star?
Cover Star is a survival audition program released online. This audition is broadcast on the cover star
application and website based on Blockchain Coin STAR CHAIN, which is a very unusual audition that did
not exist before, with a prize of 10 million won per month. As auditions are held monthly throughout the
year, many people are given the opportunity to audition. The "Cover Star (Grand Prize)" of the month will
be selected through auditions, and the cover stars selected over the past year will compete for the final
stage in December with a total prize of 1 billion won. A total of 1 billion won in prize money is also a largescale audition project that can become a national festival on an unusual scale that did not exist. Cover stars
selected every month and cover stars on the final stage will be given the opportunity to sign exclusive
contracts with cover star operator Shinlee Entertainment. The current judges are "Love Always Runs Away"
and "Did You Forget?" Composers such as Hong Jin-young, Jeon Woo-sung, Park Hye-won, and Song Haye, who composed the back, Oh Sung-hoon, who fostered the cover song audition, and Yeon Kyu-sung,
are recruiting more reliable celebrities in the future to increase fairness and reliability.

<The award ceremony of Cover Star, Star Chain>
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Applicants can participate in Cover Star based on Web/app with their own issued STAR coins. Participants
can participate in auditions using coins, and online auditions will be held with 10 million Korean won in
prize money every month through auditions organized by Shinlee Holdings and operated by Shinlee
Entertainment.
Users vote for the uploaded videos, and the selected participants qualify for the competition in the actual
performance. The competition will be open and broadcast through the Cover Star platform, and the voting
of the competition will also be held on its own platform, and in the final round held at the end of the year,
the final competition will be held every month. Participants who win the final competition will eventually
be given the opportunity to sign entertainment contracts from Shinlee Entertainment and partner
agencies.

4-4-3 Extension
When it comes to audition programs, people usually think singing contests. However, Cover Star thinkt
that there are a lot of people with different talents or things in the world besides singing, and all of them
can be the theme of auditions.
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Besides singing, Cover Star is potentially scalable to host many kinds of audition programs. The application
currently under development includes the ability to create various audition programs and conduct
auditions simultaneously, enabling all imaginable auditions such as pet stars, dance stars, b-boys, b-girls,
making-song stars, and impersonation stars. We were able to secure various contents and found talented
stars in various fields, laying the foundation for many business opportunities. Cover Star has already
conducted Pet Star auditions experimentally and achieved successful results.

4-4-4 How to use ‘Cover Star’?
The audition application process through a cover star is very simple: select an audition to participate in,
create a participation video, upload the video to your YouTube account, pay a certain amount of fee
through the Cover Star website or application, and enter the address of the video to apply for participation.
Currently, auditions are being held using YouTube, which is easily accessible to anyone, and in the future,
auditions will be run so that you can upload your videos directly to the Cover Star app through the Cover
Star data storage server.

< Start Screen and Participation Screen on Cover Star Application>
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When participants upload the video, users can evaluate the video through voting and likes. Cover stars support
various functions necessary for the competition, such as sharing, commenting, and follow functions.

<Participant images and detailed screens>

4-4-5 How to Pay in Cover Star?
All of the Cover Star functions can be used as STAR CHAIN, a blockchain-based coin. STAR CHAIN is a blockchain
coin that will be the basis of Star World, and Cover Star also uses STAR CHAIN Coin as one of the important
contents of Star World. You can charge STAR CHAIN coins through cash payment through the Cover Star
application or homepage, and all the features of Cover Star that will be introduced later can be paid through the
STAR CHAIN. Currently, STAR CHAIN is listed on LBANK and MEXC, which are well-known overseas coin
exchanges, and you can purchase coins through the exchange, and it is also scheduled to be listed on the
domestic exchange at the end of this year. When listed on the domestic exchange, it will be variously utilized in
more areas.
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<Star Charging Screen>

4-4-6 Cover Star Business Model
1) The Entertainment Business
The ultimate goal of the audition program is to discover potential stars to create content and realize profits.
Monthly auditions can increase the chances of discovering many stars, which in turn becomes a solid
cornerstone of the entertainment business. "Soul People," who became cover stars through the second
round of the 2021 cover star pre-season, is currently active by signing an exclusive contract with Shinlee
Entertainment.
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<Shinlee Entertainment Webpage Screen> <Soul People's Single Album, 'Song that I didn't know the name to'>

2) Fee settlement
Applicants must pay a fee to participate in the Cover Star audition. To provide as many opportunities to
anyone as possible, we will set the affordable amount of fee. Applicants purchase a star chain with cash
payment and pay the fee with a star chain. The current estimated fee for audition application is 3,000
won (VAT not included).

3) Rising Value of STARCHAIN coin
Cover Star's activation and growth lead to an increase in the value of Star Chain coins because all its
functions are operated through Star Chain, a blockchain-based coin. Cover Star is the main content of Star
World, which will be introduced in the future direction of the audition program and is the key to the
implementation of all the functions that Star World aims for. This means that there are various businesses
linked to Cover Star, and the business consisting of portfolios reduces risk and results in a stable increase
in the value of Star Chain Coin.
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4-4-7 Pet Star

Image) Upcoming Cat Star & Dog Star [to be released in the future]

The audition conditions are not only for competent people, but also for pets with various abilities they
raise.
Those who wish to participate in the audition can record their pets' outstanding intelligence or noticeable
unique behaviors and upload them to Pet Star. As with the existing Cover Star, STAR coins will be paid as
a fee to prevent low-quality content uploads and indiscriminate content uploads.
Pet Star, organized by Shinlee Holdings and operated by Shinlee Entertainment, will receive 1 million won
in prize money every month. The same uploaded videos as Cover Star will be voted on, and the selected
pets will show their talents and abilities from the video through actual performances. Voting for the
competition, which will be conducted through streaming, will also be held in real-time on its own platform,
and in the final round held at the end of the year, the final competition will be held every month. Pet
owners and their pets who won the final competition can proceed with entertainment-related contracts
with Shinlee Entertainment and get opportunities to shoot commercials.
Pet Star, which will be another opportunity for those who are introverted or unable to participate in
audition programs, is a global project where users around the world can participate, allowing them to
create opportunities and meet content for various pets.
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4-4-8 Dance Star

Image) Video of "Dance Star" Judge Gillette [Scheduled to change to a channel that will be released]

The preliminary round of the dance competition will also be held on the Cover Star platform.

As with Cover Star, if participants upload their dance videos by paying a small amount of coins as a fee, the user
will watch them and vote to proceed with the preliminary round. In addition to the most popular B-boying,
dance competitions in various fields will be held, and participants who pass the preliminary round will also be
qualified to participate in the actual competition on stage. The competition will be broadcast and voted through
its own platform. In the final round held at the end of the year, the final competition will be held by gathering
the monthly winners. Participants who win the final competition will eventually be given the opportunity to sign
entertainment contracts with Shinlee Entertainment and partner agencies. Or they can get a chance to shoot a
commercial.
Moreover, for the B-boying genre, a judge composed of experts will be able to watch the more spectacular
competition. As B-boying has been newly added to the Paris Olympics, the B-boying national team selection
will also be held within the Dance Star platform.
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Anyone who loves dancing can participate, and the selection of professional dancers or production staff
will be selected by users, not the criteria, so you can meet more fair competitions and more diverse and
unique participants.

4-4-9, Busking Star
Busking means to play music or sing in a public place. Busking derives from “Busk”, which means "perform
on the street," and its etymology begins with Buscar in Spanish, which means "find, seek" in Spanish.
Musicians in the street are called buskers, and before the 19th century, Trobadour meaning a minstrel in
French, was used instead of buskers.
Busking is set on the public place and is not limited by places. In other words, without the concert hall, if
you sing and play musical instruments on the street, that place becomes the concert hall and the people
who pass by become the audience. New artists usually use busking as a stage to present their songs to the
public, while established artists use busking as a stage for fresh stimuli. Not only in Korea but also all over
the world, busking is more becoming common for various activities. Busking has the advantage of not
being limited in space and time, so it is a place of many opportunities for artists, but on the other hand,
there is a limit to not being able to content art activities. If musical performances aren’t stored in content,
quality busking is just the instant. Cover Star offers Cover Star busking to give opportunities to many new
artists.
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Busker films his art performance and requests registration on the Cover Star platform. Cover Star analyzes
the potential profitability and popularity of the video and shares the video to subscribers through contracts
with OTT companies. The Busker video allows subscribers to enjoy various busking videos instead of paying
a subscription fee to OTT companies. OTT companies also pay Cover Star for content delivery, which shares
certain rewards to Busker for that amount. This allows buskers to earn additional revenue from the OTT
of busking and create a variety of fans, all of which can be completed within the Cover Star platform.

4-4-10 Cover star Funding
Cover Star funding starts with neighboring rights. Neighboring rights or related rights do not belong to
copyrights, but rights given to people or organizations who play a role in making good use of works by
communicating and making them understood to users. For example, composers and players produce
music, but you can't listen to music without singers and performers who can deliver it to the public. The
copyright holders who produced the music are composers and players, but it is the singers and performers
who allow the public to appreciate the music. Accordingly, singers and performers are not copyright
holders, but they are provided with certain rights in consideration of their contribution. This right is a
neighboring right and the person who has this right is called a neighboring right.
Copyright law largely divides holders of neighboring copyright into three categories.
Performers such as singers and actors, record producers such as SM and YG, and broadcasters such as
MBC and SBS.
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The neighboring copyright holder requests the Cover Star to raise funds related to the production of
various contents using the neighboring copyright.
Cover Star promotes Cover Star funding on behalf of the neighboring copyright holders. Individual
investors who want to participate in Cover Star funding purchase Cover Star tokens as much as the amount
of participation in the fund at all exchanges where Star Chain Coin is listed. The exchange provides Star
Chain coins to Star Chain buyers, and investors can fund various projects through Cover Star. Cover Star
shares profits with individual investors at the end of funding based on equity
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4-4-11 A Plan on the Utilization of Neighboring Copyrights
Star Chain’s Utilization plan on Neighboring Copyrights
True IP creates great added value even over time. IP-based companies can easily promote based on the
original fandom, and IP-owned companies can earn royalties. IP contracts consist of licenses, minimum
guarantees, and running royalties. A typical IP contract is a contract between a receiving entity and a
providing entity in the form of a mix of these royalties. IP utilization for revenue sharing among enterprises
may take a long time for content providers to leverage that revenue. In addition, terms and conditions can
vary depending on the company's influence, and large publishers and labels set higher licensing fees and
minimum guarantees. Small businesses, on the other hand, make these costs less expensive. IP utilization
problems are as follows.
1) Imbalance of royalty, guarantee and licensing costs
2) Time spent generating revenue through IP utilization and revenue distribution
3) Lack and limitations of IP utilization scalability
4) Maximize IP Value
Star Chain offers a neighboring-based service that can overcome these IP limitations and leverage the
content of various affiliates. Neighboring content has few restrictive elements of the utilization plan, such
as movies, media, sound sources, and animation. Most of the content utilized online and offline can be
provided for formal investment through the introduction of neighboring copyrights. By providing this as a
service through the blockchain, we eliminate the restraints of investment. This is because Star Chain tokens
can be leveraged, not limited to countries or regions. Users can purchase Star Chain tokens to view
information about the neighborhood campaign and invest in it, and neighboring companies or creators can
take advantage of it immediately at the end of the campaign. The advantages of utilizing Star Chain
neighboring copyrights are as follows.
1) Transfer neighboring copyrights and reduce license transaction costs
2) Secure trust and transparency in IP transactions through blockchain transactions
3) Increase IP transaction frequency and volume
4) Minimize and resolve intellectual property disputes
5) Easy to manage Star Chain distribution
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4-6 Star Market

Image) The Star Chain World SNS Service soon to be provided [Change to the upcoming Social Networking page]

Services provided by the StarWorld platform include Social Networking Services.You can participate in the
ecosystem by posting your feelings lightly and celebrities from Cover Star that you support on Starchain World,
just like Instagram that has been previously serviced. It provides a messenger function that allows users to easily
exchange messages with their followers. Here, you can experience a special service unique to Star Chain, which
is different from existing messengers and social networking using blockchain, through the function of sending
STAR between users who follow each other. You can also use your own STAR to use the sound source provided
by Cover Star on your page as background music. The sound sources set as background music are aggregated
for a certain period of time and applied to the music ranking data on the Star Chain platform.
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4-7 Star Chain Music Shop

Image) StarChain's official partner STAR&TREE [Need to change the design to a collaborative image]

Star Chain recruits its own artists and composers through collaboration and partnership with Star & TREE,
a master of OST production. You can purchase copyrights of their gem-like works and NFTs issued by STAR
CHAIN through STAR Coin. Music copyright purchased through STAR is the right to receive profits
whenever the sound source is used, providing the right to receive copyrighted profits through music
copyrights and NFT participation claims that anyone can easily invest in.

Furthermore, through partnership and collaboration with BOD Entertainment and 143 Entertainment, you
can meet the works of related artists and composers, and we plan to expand our partnership and
collaboration with additional entertainment agencies according to the steady business direction.
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Artists and music sources that can be seen in the STAR CHAIN ecosystem are as follows.
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4-9 Token Utility
STAR coins to be used throughout the Star Chain ecosystem are utilized as follows.

•

Participation in an audition

As aforementioned, participants wishing to participate in the Star Chain audition will be charged a fee for
filtering out low-quality content and promoting fair and in-depth content in order to upload videos of their
abilities to Star Chain. At this time, the fee will be paid through Star Chain's STAR.

•

Support

Users (fans) can participate in auditions or use STAR to sponsor the artist when the star selected from Star
Chain performs live streaming through the platform. Sponsored STAR coins will be guided to artists through
the platform in real time, which will play an additional role in facilitating interactive communication.
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•

Actual utilization

Using STAR coins linked to PG, real artists and users can use Star Pay to purchase related products and
services from Star Chain platform affiliates and Star Market. Currently, affiliated, and available merchants
can be checked through the wallet in Star Chain.

•

Concerts/Performance

According to Star Chain's business progress, you can purchase tickets for Star Chain artists' live streaming
or concert performances through STAR. It can be purchased with ordinary legal currency, but a discount
rate is applied when purchasing with STAR, allowing buyers to participate in performances by their favorite
artists at a relatively low price, thereby preserving the value of coins through a steady flow cycle.
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•

Participation in ecosystem

You can participate in the ecosystem in various forms through the Star Chain platform. You can participate
in the Star Chain ecosystem through in-app activities such as watching competitions between artists,
voting, writing comments on videos uploaded on the platform, and cheering. In addition, you can stake
the STAR from your own wallet and get compensation for the STAR according to the policy set by the
foundation. You can also participate in the ecosystem and receive rewards through Star Chain World, Star
Chain's messenger SNS. You can also use STAR coins to purchase and set the music of Cover Star artists
and composers on your page.

•

Use of cryptocurrency exchanges

Agencies, talents, and users who utilize the Star Chain ecosystem can manage additional investment
operations by utilizing listed exchanges through their STARs. Through this, you can aim to generate
additional profits, and you can participate in the Star Chain ecosystem again through the profits secured
here.
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•

Star Chain Music

We are planning to provide Star Chain Music service, a Star Chain music platform that is scheduled to
proceed according to future business and development directions. Unlike existing platforms that
providemusic and ranking charts, a fair, transparent, and objective system using blockchain is ranked
according to the choice of actual users, and the music provided by Star Chain Music can be viewed or
downloaded in real time through STAR.

•

Event to commemorate the launch of new content

Artists who wanted to repay their fans by using the Star Music platform can provide STAR as a reward by
conducting airdrops through events when releasing their new content (including albums, music videos),
thereby attracting fans' constant interest and response.

•

Purchase of NFT

On the Star Chain platform, you can purchase NFTs related to artists from Shinlee Entertainment and
cooperative agencies. NFT-issued works such as NFT, album and work copyrights for stars' performances
and album jackets are supported in Star Market's NFT section, can be purchased through STAR tokens, and
P2P transactions and trades between users.
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•

Auction

Signs of artists and sports stars, tickets to performances and games, and other related products can be
obtained through an auction on Star Chain. The auction will be paid by STAR participation and commission,
and special NFT and Star Chain limited products will also be available for purchase through auction.

•

Mining

By participating in the Star Chain and Star Chain Music ecosystem, you can mine STAR coins. On the Star
Chain platform, vote on audition and management videos, comments, and likes through participation in
videos and content, events, etc. You can participate through the background, and Star Chain Music allows
you to participate in the ecosystem in a simple way of listening to real-time streaming of sound sources
uploaded and serviced on the platform. STARs can be paid as compensation through a series of actions
mentioned above.
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5. Token Information
5-1 Token Information

5-2 Distribution Information

[Image: Doughnut chart of STAR distribution]

STAR is issued for the purpose of developing, trading, and participating in the ecosystem for investment
and information utilization in applications that can be used in the STAR CHAIN ecosystem and is conducted
to create an ecosystem for transparent recording and management of information. It will also be used for
marketing to expand the STAR ecosystem such as cooperation and cooperation with other businesses,
development of listing and independent blockchain network, maintenance, platform construction, and
countermeasures against market conditions.
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5-3 Distribution Schedule
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6. Road Map
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7. Disclosure
This document is provided for the purpose of providing information and is subject to change. The white
paper is a description of the business plan and vision and does not guarantee the contents of the business.
The original language of the white paper is written in Korean, and white papers in other languages may be
misinterpreted or omitted in the translation process. The Korean version of the white paper is the clearest
than the translated version, and we recommend final confirmation with the white paper written in Korean
for accurate information delivery. No legal, financial, commercial, or tax advice is provided in this paper.
Since STAR is not a securities firm and is not used for financial promotion, nothing in this paper is used to
induce or invite investment activities. This article does not provide comments on whether to participate
in STAR CHAIN or purchase STARs and should not be dependent on contracts or purchase decisions. Prior
to purchase, participants must take all professional information, including taxes and accounting, and
identify their ability to prepare for risks to the volatility of cryptocurrency. Recognizing the inherent risks
requires a comprehensive understanding of the current cryptocurrency market. STAR understands and
agrees that there is no warranty or provision for any benefit from STAR without expressing or guaranteeing
the usability or price explicitly or implicitly.
We are not responsible for any loss or damage directly, indirectly, consequential, or otherwise, and all
information contained herein and any further information on STARs shall not be construed as any form of
guarantee of profit or profit, regardless of the time of occurrence. STAR CHAIN shall not be liable for
damages incurred by any individual or organization (agent, user, employee, insurer, lawyer, etc.). Do not
acquire STARs for speculation or investment purposes in anticipation of return on investment.
Participants in STAR CHAIN acknowledge that the document is aware of risks associated with
cryptocurrency, such as large price volatility and unique risks in the cryptocurrency market and understand
and acknowledge that the platform is currently under development and that the contents of future
documents may change. As STAR CHAIN progresses, the contents of this paper and white paper can be
changed or updated, and the revised and updated version can be posted before the release date until the
final version is announced. It also acknowledges that STAR CHAIN is not guaranteed to operate for a
number of reasons, such as lack of platform awareness and investors, or lack of funds for platform
development. We acknowledge that the contents of this document are arbitrarily interpreted by the
participants. Since STAR CHAIN is not intended to constitute securities or other regulatory products of a
particular country or jurisdiction, it does not constitute a guide or legal document and does not provide or
recommend state or jurisdiction securities or regulatory products. This document has not been reviewed
by regulatory authorities in all countries or jurisdictions.
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Virtual currency can also be monitored or supervised by regulators of various jurisdictions. STAR CHAIN
may be asked, notified, warned, requested, or ordered to suspend or suspend STAR-related actions by one
or more authorities during uncertain times. This has the uncertainty that STAR CHAIN's future development
may be severely disrupted or terminated as a result. We do not certify or guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of the information, statements, opinions, or other matters described herein. It does not
provide any expressions or guarantees for the construction of future-oriented or conceptual expressions.
Therefore, nothing in this paper shall be used as a means of guarantee or trust in the future and shall be
exempted from all liability for any loss or damage arising out of or to the maximum extent permitted by
the relevant laws. Participants acknowledge and agree to their responsibility to comply with any laws, rules
or regulations applicable to the transaction. The STAR acquirer acknowledges and agrees that STAR CHAIN
is not directly or indirectly liable for any tax obligations arising from the acquisition of STAR. Applicable
laws, regulations and administrative orders may require disclosure of information about STAR participants'
accounts at the request of government agencies and agree and acknowledge. Please review the summary
contained in this document by referring to the basic contents of the contract format specified in this
document and the terms and conditions of the agreement.
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